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In this work we consider strange stars formed by quark matter in the color-flavor-locked (CFL) phase of
color superconductivity. The CFL phase is described by a Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model with four-fermion
vector and diquark interaction channels. The effect of the color superconducting medium on the gluons are
incorporated into the model by including the gluon self-energy in the thermodynamic potential. We
construct parametrizations of the model by varying the vector coupling GV and comparing the results to the
data on tidal deformability from the GW170817 event, the observational data on maximum masses from
massive pulsars such as the MSP J0740 þ 6620, and the mass/radius fits to NICER data for PSR
J003 þ 0451. Our results point out to windows for the GV parameter space of the model, with and without
gluon effects included, that are compatible with all these astrophysical constraints, namely,
0.21 < GV =GS < 0.4, and 0.02 < GV =GS < 0.1, respectively. We also observe a strong correlation
between the tidal deformabilites of the GW170817 event and GV . Our results indicate that strange stars
cannot be ruled out in collisions of compact binaries from the structural point of view.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.103.103010

I. INTRODUCTION
A large degree of interest in the community was prompted
by the announcement of a gravitational signal identified as
the merging of two neutron stars (NS’s). The GW170817
event [1] triggered an alert followed by many observatories
and satellites, and at least 70 positive detections were
reported. Among the most important observational highlights, a gamma-ray burst (GRB) definitely associated with
the event [2] confirmed the expectation that “short” GRBs are
produced by the mergers, although the referred event was
particularly faint (probably due to off-axis emission [3]) and
its recognition has been disputed [4].
Important observations of the light-curve showed, on the
other hand, a distinctive IR excess a few days after the
outburst, of the type now known as “kilonovae” [2,5]. It
was linked to the production of lanthanides and actinides
[6], given that high-opacity in the ejecta neatly explains the
temporal behavior [7]. The recent identification of strontium in the spectrum of the source [8] added credibility to
this interpretation. Actinides are also expected to form in
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the event, perhaps dominating the production of many
heavy isotopes in the galaxy and populating the end of the
Periodic Table [9].
In spite of this benchmark advance, the theory of NS
merging still needs to provide many answers for the whole
picture to be complete and compelling. This is quite a difficult
task and should involve a number of physical ingredients and
high-performance computation. One key ingredient is the
composition of the matter in colliding stars. Even within the
standard picture, nucleons are hardly the only particle
present, since hyperons are expected at certain inner density
and explicitly considered for many years [10–17]. Even more
exotic components have been considered, notably quark
matter, both as a part of the innermost region of the stars
or as an absolutely stable state (strange quark matter, SQM)
composing essentially all the star up to the upper layers [18–
21]. The latter idea has been around for more than three
decades, and some indirect observational evidence for its
possible existence has been given in Refs. [22].
To establish the link between the star internal composition and the observational data is the main goal of many
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investigations. In this regard, certain knowledge can be
crucial for discriminating among the proposed compositions, as for example, the results of reliable calculations of
the nucleosynthesis process [23], the so-called tidal
deformability that can be extracted from the GW170817
data [24–26], the star mass-radius relationship, etc.
In this paper we investigate if the equation of state (EOS) of
a strange star, described by a color-flavor-locked (CFL)
model with vector interactions and the gluon self-energy
contribution [27], satisfies several observational constraints
derived from the tidal deformability inferred from the
GW170817 event, the maximum-mass constraints from
various known pulsars, and mass-radius estimates derived
from the Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer
(NICER) data. When considering the information from the
GW170817 event, we will assume that the two stars participating in the binary NS coalescence have the same EOS.
We show that the deformability parameter space predicted
by our model matches the one obtained from the GW170817
data [26]. Furthermore, the maximum-mass constraints
corresponding to PSR J1614-2230, PSR J0348 þ 0432,
and MSP J0740 þ 6620 with M ¼ 1.97  0.04 M⊙ [28],
M ¼ 2.01  0.04 M ⊙ [29], and 2.14þ0.10
−0.09 M ⊙ [30], respectively, are satisfied for the parameter values under consideration. In this matter, the inclusion of gluon effects increases
the range of GV compatible with the observations. The reason
for this is that the combined effect of the vector interactions
and the gluon contribution makes the strange matter malleable, so that it can be sufficiently deformed while stiff enough
to reach a high maximum mass. We also verify that the
calculated dimensionless tidal deformabilites are of the same
order as those obtained in relativistic and nonrelativistic
hadronic models studied in Refs. [31–34].
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we
introduce the model and its EOS, which then is used as
input to solve the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV)
equations. The definitions of the tidal deformabilities are
presented in Sec. III. Our results and comparisons with the
GW170817 event are shown in Sec. IV. Finally, we present
the summary and concluding remarks of our study
in Sec. V.

superconductivity. Given that in QCD one gluon exchange
between two quarks is attractive in the color-antitriplet
channel, at sufficiently high density and sufficiently small
temperature quarks should condense into Cooper pairs,
which are color antitriplets. At densities much higher than
the masses of the u, d, and s quarks (a condition usually
written as μ ≳ m2s =2Δ, with ms being the strange quark
mass and Δ the pairing gap), one can assume that the three
quarks are massless. In this asymptotic region the most
favored state is the CFL phase [36], characterized by a spinzero diquark condensate antisymmetric in both color and
flavor.
When considering CFL matter through a Nambu-JonaLasinio (NJL) model with four-fermion interactions at
finite density, other interactions, besides the diquark
channel [37], can also be considered. Among these additional channels of interactions, vector interactions [38,39]
are the most relevant as they can significantly affect the
stiffness of the EOS, and hence they will be considered in
our analysis. On the other hand, gluons degrees of freedom
are usually disregarded as negligible at zero temperature
and finite density. However, in the color superconducting
background, the gluons acquire Debye (mD ) and Meissner
(mM ) masses
21 − 8 ln 2 2
mg ;
18
m2g ¼ g2 μ2 N f =6π 2 :

m2D ¼

m2M ¼

21 − 8 ln 2 2
mg ;
54
ð1Þ

that depend on the chemical potential μ [40] and thus can
affect the EOS of the CFL phase [27]. In (1), N f is the
number of flavors and g is the quark-gluon gauge coupling
constant. Then, the net effect of the gluons in the CFL
background is a μ-dependent contribution that increases the
energy density and decreases the pressure.
The CFL thermodynamic potential with the contributions of the vector interactions and the gluons takes the
form
ΩCFLg ¼ Ωq þ Ωg − Ωvac

ð2Þ

where the quark contribution at zero temperature is

II. MODELING OF SELF-BOUND
COMPACT STARS
According to the Bodmer-Terazawa-Witten (BTW)
hypothesis [18–20], strange matter, which consists of
roughly equal numbers of up, down, and strange quarks
at high densities, is conjectured to be absolutely stable (it
has lower energy per baryon than ordinary iron nuclei). If
this is the case, the whole interior of a NS will likely be
converted into strange matter.
On the other hand, the ground state of the superdense
quark system is unstable with respect to the formation of
diquark condensates [35], a nonperturbative phenomenon
essentially equivalent to the Cooper instability of BCS

Z Λ
cut
1
dpp2 ð16jεj þ 16jε̄jÞ
2
4π 0
Z Λ
cut
1
3Δ2
− 2
dpp2 ð2jε0 j þ 2jε̄0 jÞ þ
− GV ρ2 ; ð3Þ
GD
4π 0

Ωq ¼ −

with
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðp − μ̃Þ2 þ Δ2 ; ε̄ ¼  ðp þ μ̃Þ2 þ Δ2 ;
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ε0 ¼  ðp − μ̃Þ2 þ 4Δ2 ; ε̄0 ¼  ðp þ μ̃Þ2 þ 4Δ2 ;
ε¼
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with μ̃ ¼ μ − 2GV ρ, and
Z
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 Λcut
dpp2 ½3 p2 þ m̃2M θðΔ − pÞ
Ωg ¼ 2
π 0
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
þ p2 þ m̃2D θðΔ − pÞ þ 3m̃2g θðμ̃ − pÞθðp − ΔÞ
ð5Þ
is the gluon contribution at T ¼ 0. In (2) we subtracted the
vacuum constant Ωvac ≡ ΩCFLg ðμ ¼ 0; Δ ¼ 0Þ.
The dynamical quantities Δ and ρ are found from the
equations
∂ΩCFLg
¼ 0;
∂Δ

ρ¼−

∂Ωq
∂ μ̃

ð6Þ

The solution of the gap equation [first equation in (6)] is
a minimum of the thermodynamic potential while the
solution of the second equation is a maximum [38], since
it defines, as usual in statistics, the particle number
density ρ ¼ hψ̄γ 0 ψi.
Having the thermodynamic potential (2), we can write
the EOS of the system as
PCFLg ¼ −ðΩq þ Ωg − Ωvac Þ þ ðB − B0 Þ;

ð7Þ

ϵCFLg ¼ Ωq þ Ωg − Ωvac þ μ̃ρ − ðB − B0 Þ

ð8Þ

Notice that the chemical potential that multiplies the
particle number density in the energy density is μ̃ instead of
μ. This result can be derived following the same calculations of Ref. [41] to find the quantum-statistical average
of the energy-momentum tensor component τ00 .
In (7)–(8), we added the bag constant B, which in the NJL
model can be dynamically found in the mean-field approximation in terms of the chiral condensates that exist at low
density [42]. The vacuum bag constant B0 ¼ Bjρu ¼ρd ¼ρs ¼0 is
introduced to ensure that ϵCFLg ¼ PCFLg ¼ 0 in vacuum.
Using the results of [42], one can readily see that for the
parameter set under consideration, the vacuum bag constant takes the value B0 ¼Bjρu ¼ρd ¼ρs ¼0 ¼57.3MeV=fm3 .
Moreover, at the high densities where the CFL phase
occurs, the chiral condensates are all zero, and consequently
B ¼ 0 [27].
The mass-radius relationship of the system can be
obtained using the EOS and the Tolman-OppenheimerVolkoff (TOV) equations
dmðrÞ
¼ 4πr2 ϵðrÞ
dr

ð9Þ

dPðrÞ
½ϵðrÞ þ PðrÞ½mðrÞ þ 4πr3 PðrÞ
¼−
dr
r2 fðrÞ

ð10Þ

written in natural units where c ¼ G ¼ 1. Here,
fðrÞ ¼ 1–2mðrÞ=r, and mðRÞ ¼ M is the mass of the star
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with radius R. Since there is no strong evidence in favor of
high spins in the GW170817 data, we shall not refer to this
case. Using these equations one can show that for each GV ,
the gluons tend to decrease the maximum star mass in about
20% [27]. The effect is even bigger at lower values of GV .
Sequences including gluons do not reach 2 M⊙ unless
GV =GS > 0.2 [27].
In the following sections, we will add new constraints to
the mix to determine the compatibility of the CFL model—
with and without gluons—with new observations like
updated maximum mass values, tidal deformability of
strange stars, and the mass-radius estimates obtained from
NICER.
III. TIDAL DEFORMABILITY
The tidal deformability is a dynamical property of matter
subject to a tidal field. Close analogy with known phenomena can be easily recognized from nuclear physics, in
which several modes related to the nuclear structure
(dipole, giant resonance, etc.) can be measured when the
nucleus is subjected to perturbation (obviously not tidal).
The linear regime of tidal deformability is seen every day in
ocean tides. In the context of neutron star collision, tidal
deformability is an extreme nonlinear regime version of
what occurs in bulk matter.
On very general grounds, and irrespective of a
Newtonian or relativistic approach, the tidal deformability
Q
λ ≡ εijij is defined by the quotient of the induced quadrupole
Qij to the tidal field εij , dimensionally expected to scale as
the fifth power of the star radius R5 . In fact, introducing the
gravitational Love number k2, the precise relation is
2
λ ¼ k2 R5 :
3

ð11Þ

Direct calculations of a collection of equations of state
yield k2 ∼ 0.2–0.3. For a general purpose, the tidal deformability can be made dimensionless dividing it by the mass
of the star M to the fifth power, namely
2 R5 2
Λ ¼ k2 5 ≡ k2 C−5
3 M
3

ð12Þ

where C ≡ M
R is the compactness. Numerically it can be
seen that Λ can vary three orders of magnitude from its
value for ∼1 M ⊙ stars to the maximum mass of the
configuration for a fixed EOS (and not considering other
effects such as rotation, dynamical response of the tidal
fields and magnetic fields). This is why many works have
focused on this quantity, which is very sensitive to the stars’
composition [43]. Thus, even if we shall refer to one event
(GW170817) only, its observation will be potentially
important for an evaluation of the state of stellar interiors.
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Λ̃ ¼

16 ðM 1 þ 12M2 ÞM41 Λ1 þ ðM 2 þ 12M1 ÞM42 Λ2
13
ðM1 þ M 2 Þ5

ð13Þ

where Λ1 and Λ2 are the dimensionless tidal deformabilities
of each star as defined above. This result was first obtained by
Flannagan and Hinder [46] and serves to investigate the
response of the stellar material to the tidal field, as stated
below, being extracted directly from the observed waveform.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND
THE GW170817 EVENT
In this section, we investigate how well the model
described in Sec. II of a self-bound compact star with
CFL matter satisfies the tidal-deformability constraints
imposed by the GW170817 event, the most recently
observed maximum-mass values, and the mass/radius fits
to NICER data for PSR J003 þ 0451. We will consider
CFL matter with and without gluons and discuss the region
of compatibility on each case.
The model parameters used in the numerical calculations
are defined by following a standard procedure, with the
energy cutoff Λcut ¼ 602.3 MeV and the quark-antiquark
coupling GS Λ2cut ¼ 1.835 adjusted to fit f π , mπ , mK and mη0
to their empirical values in the sharp cutoff regularization
[47]. Then, the diquark coupling GD , that produces a gap
Δ ≃ 10 MeV at μ ¼ 500 MeV, is found to be GD ¼ 1.2GS .
A similar ratio GD =GS was already considered in [48] to
investigate the M − R relationship in hybrid compact stars
with color superconducting cores. Changing Λ in a few
percentage, while simultaneously modifying GD to produce
the same value of Δ, does not affect our qualitative results.
As for the values of the vector coupling, it is known that if
the vector channel is originated from a Fierz transformation

of a local color current-current interaction, the resulting
coupling strength is GV ¼ 0.5GS . If instead, one starts from
the molecular instanton liquid model or the PNJL model,
the Fierz transformations give rise to much smaller values
of GV [49]. Based on these considerations, GV is usually
taken as a free parameter in the range GV ¼ ð0 − 0.5ÞGS .
Here we adopt this same range for GV .
In order to correctly describe a strange star from this
model, we consider stellar matter composed by u, d, and s
quarks, in which the equations of state used as input to
solve the TOV equations are given by ϵ ¼ ϵCFLg and P ¼
PCFLg from (7)–(8) for the case with gluons, and the same
equations but with Ωg ¼ 0, in the case without gluons.
Once the inputs are defined, the solution of the TOV
Eqs. (9) and (10) is constrained by the following conditions
at the neutron star center: Pð0Þ ¼ Pc (central pressure), and
mð0Þ ¼ 0 (central mass). The mass of the star for each set
of parameters, is obtained as the solution of the TOV
equations at the point where the pressure vanishes, i.e.,
when it reaches the surface of the star.
In Fig. 1, we present the mass-radius profiles of strange
stars obtained with the NJL model used in this work, with
and without the inclusion of gluons in its thermodynamics.
The parametrizations were constructed by varying the
vector channel strength of the model within the physically
acceptable range of GV . From Fig. 1, it can be seen that the
gluons’ contribution reduces the value of the maximum star
mass obtained in each parametrization. This result coincides with the one already reported in Ref. [27]. Here we go
further in the analysis of these diagrams by comparing them
with more recent observational data. Two of them are
related to the mass values of the objects PSR J1614-2230
and PSR J0348 þ 0432 with M ¼ 1.97  0.04 M⊙ [28]
and M ¼ 2.01  0.04 M⊙ [29], lower and middle bands
respectively. The upper band represents the new result of
3

3
MSP J0740+6620
PSR J0348+0432

2.5

M / MO.

In addition to this novel test of the EOS, known tests
must be also enforced to select out a realistic form of the
pressure and energy density, for a given composition. This
type of approach has been attempted in connection to the
heavy-ion data, that is, a reconstruction of the allowed
zones inferred [44]. And of course, “static” information on
neutron stars concerning the degree of stiffness of the EOS,
allowing at least 2.14þ0.10
−0.09 M ⊙ [30] for the maximum mass,
and a relatively large radius 13.02þ1.24
−1.06 km obtained [45]
with the emission fits to the NICER data for PSR
J0030 þ 0451, with a determined mass of 1.44þ0.15
−0.14 M ⊙ ,
should be considered.
To proceed we must make contact with the problem of two
compact stars colliding, not necessarily of the same mass. In
the inspiral final phase of a binary system, periodic gravitational waves (GW) are emitted with a phase that can be
expressed in a post-Newtonian expansion in powers of v=c
(also expressed as u ¼ ðπMfÞ1=3 with f the gravitational
wave frequency), yielding a “tidal” term ∝ −ð39=2ÞΛ̃u10 , at
the lowest order. The coefficient Λ̃ is given by

2.5

PSR J1614-2230

2

2

1.5

1.5

1

1

0.5

0.5
(a) no gluons

0

8

10

12

R (km)

14

0

Gv/Gs
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
(b) with gluons
0.5

8

10

12

14

R (km)

FIG. 1. Quark star mass, in units of M ⊙ , as a function of its
radius generated from the CFL phase (a) without and (b) with
gluons contribution. Bands extracted from Refs. [28–30]. Circles
with error bars are related to the NICER data [45,50,51].
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2.14þ0.10
−0.09 M ⊙ for the mass of the MSP J0740 þ 6620 pulsar
at 68.3% credible level, recently presented in Ref. [30]. One
can see that even with the overall reduction in the
maximum mass that occurs in the presence of gluons,
there is a range of GV that is consistent with the maximum
mass observations. More precisely, in the absence of
gluons, the range is GGVS > 0.02, while with gluons it
becomes GGVS > 0.21 for the MSP J0740 þ 6620 pulsar.
The range of allowable parameters is further constrained
by the recent mass-radius estimates extracted from the
NICER data, namely, M ¼ 1.44þ0.15
−0.14 M ⊙ with R ¼
þ0.15
13.02þ1.24
km
[45],
M
¼
1.34
with R ¼
−1.06
−0.16 M ⊙
þ1.14
12.71−1.19 km [50], and R1.44 > 10.7 km [51]. These estimates are indicated by black dots in the figure with their
corresponding error bars. Each dot then determines the
corresponding range of allowable GV . In the case without
gluons, for each dot there is a range of GV consistent with
both constraints, from NICER’s and the maximum mass.
Adding the gluons reduces the compatibility to just one of
NICER estimates, the one with R1.44 > 10.7 km, which is
the only that can overlap with the condition GGVS > 0.21.
While the number of accurately measured masses is
increasing steadily, the radii are much more difficult to
obtain. The recent determination by the NICER group for
the neutron star PSR J0030 þ 0451 is probably the most
reliable measurement today. As pointed out, it predicts a
radius about 11 km to 13 km for M ∼ 1.4 M⊙. This range
for R is on the “high” side of expected values. Small radii
reports have been presented over the years (see, for
example, Refs. [52,53]) although they involve some form
of modeling and are not as direct. For example, the radius
of the NS in the quiescent low-mass x-ray binary X5 has
been constrained to R ¼ 9.6þ0.9
−1.1 km for a M ¼ 1.4 M ⊙ NS,
according to Ref. [52]. By considering this data instead of
NICER’s one, we would find that only the model with
gluons, for GGVS ≲ 0.1, can reproduce it. It is clear that there
are identified methods to infer the radii, and small values
could ultimately be confirmed, but there is work to be done
and questions on the road ahead that need to be answered
[54]. Needless to say, this is a very important question
because it may be indicative of a “two family” situation
[55] among other possibilities.
Regarding results depicted in Fig. 1, we remark that CFL
model with and without gluons predicts high values for the
NS mass. In that direction, the detection of the unusual
event GW190814 [56] featuring a member of the pair in the
interval ð2.52.67ÞM ⊙ is important in the context of the
maximum mass issue of NS’s and the equation of state.
Even though the object can well be a black hole (of the
“light” type which has never been observed in the local
Universe), there is mounting evidence that it could also be
an extreme case of the compact star branch. This stems
from (i) the analysis of the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration

PHYS. REV. D 103, 103010 (2021)

showing that the “light” object is an outlier from the BH
distribution detected from merging, hence it should be on
the compact star side [57]; (ii) the statistical evidence that
the maximum mass M max is high, around ð2.5 − 2.6ÞM⊙
[58,59]; and (iii) the studies that have argued the possible
nature of the lighter object as a strange quark star [60,61]
for which the theoretical sequences can reach this higher
level without obvious fatal problems. In summary, while we
are not claiming that the GW190814 light component must
be a compact star, this possibility has been reinforced
recently and guarantees extended studies, with clear connections with the subject of the present paper.
Now we need to consider the compatibility with the tidal
deformability associated to the observation of GW emission
from the binary star merger GW170817 event, detected by
the LIGO/Virgo Collaboration (LVC) [24–26]. The GW
emission caused an energy flux out of the binary system
and produced the inspiral motion of the stars [62,63]. The
obtained data allowed LVC to establish some constraints on
Λ1 and Λ2 . It was also possible to determine a range for Λ1.4
(deformability of the star with M ¼ 1.4 M⊙ ). In order to
calculate Λ as a function of M or R, Eq. (12), one needs the
second Love number k2, which is defined as
k2 ¼

8C5
ð1 − 2CÞ2 ½2 þ 2CðyR − 1Þ − yR 
5
× f2C½6 − 3yR þ 3Cð5yR − 8Þ
þ 4C3 ½13 − 11yR þ Cð3yR − 2Þ þ 2C2 ð1 þ yR Þ
þ 3ð1 − 2CÞ2 ½2 − yR þ 2CðyR − 1Þ lnð1 − 2CÞg−1 ;
ð14Þ

with yR ≡ yðRÞ, and yðrÞ obtained as the solution of
r

dy
þ y2 þ yFðrÞ þ r2 QðrÞ ¼ 0;
dr

ð15Þ

that has to be solved as part of a coupled system containing
the TOV equations, Eqs. (9) and (10). Here, FðrÞ and QðrÞ
are defined as
FðrÞ ¼

1 − 4πr2 ½ϵðrÞ − PðrÞ
;
fðrÞ

ð16Þ



4π
ϵðrÞ þ PðrÞ
6
QðrÞ ¼
5ϵðrÞ þ 9PðrÞ þ
−
fðrÞ
v2s ðrÞ
4πr2


mðrÞ þ 4πr3 PðrÞ 2
−4
;
ð17Þ
r2 fðrÞ
where v2s ðrÞ ¼ ∂PðrÞ=∂ϵðrÞ is the squared sound velocity
[64–68].
While solving the TOV equations, the star surface is
defined as the point where the pressure goes to zero,
PðRÞ ¼ 0, as we mentioned before. Nevertheless, in the
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FIG. 2. Energy density as a function of pressure for the CFL
phase (a) without and (b) with gluons contribution.

case of a bare strange star, the energy density is finite at this
point as one can see in Fig. 2. This requires a correction to
be added to the calculation of yR to account for the energy
discontinuity between the star’s surface and its outside,
reading [69–72]
yR → yR −

4πR3 ϵs
;
M

ð18Þ

where ϵs is the energy density difference between the
internal and external regions.
Since the TOV equations are solved coupled to Eqs. (15)
and (18), it is possible to obtain the tidal deformabilities in
the framework of the CFL model, with and without gluons,
for different parametrizations generated by varying GV . We
compare these quantities with observational data extracted
from LVC. In Fig. 3, we show the dimensionless tidal
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(a) no gluons
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(b) with gluons
no gluons
with gluons
70 < Λ1.4 < 580
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0
0.1
0.2
0.3
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1.3

1.4

M / MO.

1.5

1.6

1.2

800

600

Λ1.4

1500

1.2

deformability as a function of M. From Fig. 3, one can
gather that the vector interactions tend to increase Λ at any
given value of M in both cases, i.e., with and without
gluons. On the other hand, the effect of the gluons is to
decrease the tidal deformability at any given M and GV .
For the specific case of Λ1.4 , in which one has an
observational value determined from LVC, namely, Λ1.4 ¼
190þ390
−120 [25] (GW170817 event), we see a clear trend in the
CFL phase with gluon contribution to attain the LVC data.
Furthermore, a clear linear increasing of Λ1.4 as a function
of GV is observed as displayed in Fig. 4 for both cases: with
and without gluon contribution. In this figure, each circle/
square represents a value of Λ1.4 for each value of GV =GS .
Notice that the parametrizations 0 ≤ GV =GS ≤ 0.4 are
completely inside the GW170817 constraint of Λ1.4 for
the case with gluons. With no gluon contribution, this range
becomes more stringent, namely, 0 ≤ GV =GS ≤ 0.1.
For the sake of completeness, we show in Fig. 5 how λ,
calculated from Eq. (11), depends on the star radius R. We
verify that the same features observed in Fig. 3 are also
presented in the λ vs R curves, namely, that λ increases with
GV at a fixed value of R, and that the gluon contribution
reduces the λ values. In addition, one can also see a
reduction of the star radii for the model with gluons
included. This is an effect also verified in the mass-radius
profiles exhibited in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 6 we show the tidal deformabilities Λ1 and Λ2 of
the binary system in the CFL phase. We also depict the
contour lines of 50% and 90% credible levels (full orange
curves) related to the GW170817 event [25]. In order to
produce such curves, with different GV values, we run the
mass of one of the stars, M1 , in the range of 1.37 ≤
M1 =M⊙ ≤ 1.60 [25,26]. The mass of the second star, M 2 ,
presents a relationship with M1 via the chirp mass defined
as M ¼ ðM1 M2 Þ3=5 =ðM 1 þ M2 Þ1=5 [24]. The analysis of

400
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1.3

1.4

1.5

0

1.6

M / MO.

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

GV/GS

FIG. 3. Dimensionless tidal deformability as a function of
quark star mass, in units of M ⊙ , for the CFL phase (a) without
and (b) with gluons contribution. Full circle: result of Λ1.4 ¼
190þ390
−120 obtained by LVC [25].

FIG. 4. Λ1.4 as a function of the vector channel strength, in units
of GS , for the CFL phase with and without gluons contribution.
Dashed blue lines: Λ1.4 ¼ 190þ390
−120 obtained by LVC [25].
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the LVC provided M as presenting the value of M ¼
1.188þ0.004
−0.002 M ⊙ [24], that generates a variation of 1.17 ≤
M2 =M⊙ ≤ 1.36 [24,25] for the mass of the companion star.
By comparing the curves in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), we clearly
notice (once more) that the inclusion of gluons contribution
favors the curves to satisfy the LVC constraint in the Λ1 ×
Λ2 plane. In this case, all curves with GV ≤ 0.4GS are
completely inside the 90% credible region. The one in
which GV ¼ 0.5GS is in the limit of the external boundary curve.
We also marked with a dot the points in the curves where
M1 ¼ 1.4 M⊙ and, consequently, Λ1 ¼ Λ1.4 . From such
points we can observe a connection between the results
shown in Figs. 4 and 6. The decreasing of GV implies lower
values of Λ1.4 , and in the case of the CFL phase studied
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FIG. 6. Dimensionless tidal deformabilities for the case of highmass (Λ1 ) and low-mass (Λ2 ) components of the GW170817
event for stars in the CFL phase (a) without and (b) with gluons
contribution. The confidence lines (50% and 90%) are taken
from Ref. [25]. The dots on the curves denote the values that
corresponds to M1 ¼ 1.4 M ⊙ and Λ1 ¼ Λ1.4 .

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

GV/GS

R (km)

FIG. 5. λ as a function of R for the CFL phase (a) without and
(b) with gluons contribution.

Λ2

(a) no gluons

(b) with gluons

0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

GV/GS

FIG. 7. Λ̃ for different parametrizations (different GV values)
for strange stars in the CFL phase (a) without and (b) with gluons
contribution. Dashed lines: range of Λ̃ ¼ 300þ420
−230 determined by
LVC [26].

here, it leads to an agreement with the LVC constraint for
this quantity, as pointed out before. The same kind of
compatibility is verified in the entire Λ1 × Λ2 curves. The
reduction of Λ1.4 , due to the decreasing of GV , is followed
by a shift of all the curves toward the observational region
predicted by the GW170817 event. This is a feature
observed for the CFL phase including or not the gluon
contribution. We also remark here that the magnitude of the
curves exhibited in Figs. 3 and 6 are compatible with those
obtained by relativistic and nonrelativistic hadronic models
[73], which are also in agreement with the observational
data reported by LVC, see for example Refs. [31–34].
Finally, Fig. 7 shows the ranges of Λ̃, Eq. (13), obtained
for strange stars in the CFL phase. Λ̃ is calculated as a
function of the mass of one of the stars forming the binary
system, namely, Λ̃ ¼ Λ̃ðM1 Þ or Λ̃ ¼ Λ̃ðM2 Þ. Since M 1 (or
M2 ) is defined into a particular range according to the
GW170817 event, each parametrization with a fixed GV
value will produce a range for Λ̃. We compare the results with
the constraint on the combined dimensionless tidal deformability obtained by LVC, namely, Λ̃ ¼ 300þ420
−230 [26]. Once
again, the CFL phase with the gluon contribution supports
the observational data from the GW170817 event. Just as
with the behavior between Λ1.4 and GV depicted in Fig. 4,
there is also a strong linear relation between Λ̃ and GV .
Lastly, the parametrizations GV =GS < 0.2 (GV =GS < 0.5)
for the CFL phase without (with) gluons satisfy the constraint
imposed by the observational range of Λ̃.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we explored the compatibility of strange
stars in the CFL phase with a set of observational
constraints obtained from the GW170817 event, the
maximum stellar mass from PSR J1614-2230 [28], PSR
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FIG. 8. Compilation of GV ranges predicted by this work from
comparison with astrophysical data. The intersection of the
ranges is (a) 0.02 < GV =GS < 0.1, and (b) 0.21 < GV =GS <
0.4 for the model without and with gluons contribution included,
respectively.

J0348 þ 0432 [29], and MSP J0740 þ 6620 [30]; and the
mass-radius estimates from recent NICER data. An important goal of this paper has been to present a systematic
approach to test the observational compatibility of a quark
star in a particular phase. Our results are in agreement
with a similar study performed in [74], in which the authors
analyze a CFL quark star by using different MIT bag
model parametrizations, also showing that this kind of
matter is viable and compatible with GW170817 and also
GW190814 events.
We considered an absolutely stable strange star
made of massless u, d, and s quarks in the CFL phase
modeled by a NJL theory with diquark and vector
interaction channels. Gluon effects were incorporated
by adding the gluon self-energy calculated in the finitedensity color superconducting medium [27] to the thermodynamic potential.
In Fig. 8 we summarize our main findings and the range
of overall compatibility for the CFL phase, with and
without the gluon term. The regions between the dashed
vertical lines in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) indicate the range of
GV =GS compatible with all the constraints simultaneously.
In general, including gluons tends to better accommodate
the tidal deformability observations. Gluons also contribute
to widen the range of vector interactions compatible with
all the observations. At the same time, they increase the
minimum GV needed to satisfy the constraints, although the
resultant range is still within the theoretically acceptable
values of vector interaction strengths.

Our results show that the CFL phase, with or without the
gluon contribution, is compatible with the set of recent
observations considered in this paper. This of course does
not ensure that future observations and/or updated refinement of the estimated values from known observations
cannot push the CFL phase out of the compatibility region.
Even in such a case, other phases that can be realized in a
strange star would be worth to be examined against the new
constraints using the same approach followed here.
It is interesting that the dimensionless tidal deformabilities of CFL stars found in this paper are comparable to
those of hadronic stars [31–34], i.e., they have the same
order of magnitude within the allowable parameter range.
Finally, we call the reader’s attention to the fact that
strictly speaking, the CFL phase of massless u, d, and s
quarks is energetically favored only at asymptotically large
densities (i.e., at densities much higher than the s quark
mass). At more realistic densities, the effect of the s quark
mass may lead to chromomagnetic instabilities and eventually to an spatially inhomogeneous phase [75]. At those
densities, other phases may compete with the CFL phase
and become plausible candidates for the strange star phase.
Along this direction, inhomogeneous phases of dense quark
matter with chiral quark-hole condensates have been
attracting much interest in recent years [76]. In this context,
one of those phases, the so-called magnetic dual chiral
density wave (MDCDW) phase, has emerged as a viable
candidate, which so far has satisfied some important
astrophysical constraints, as for instance the observed
∼2 M ⊙ [77], and more recently its stability against collective fluctuations [78], ensuring its robustness at the
density and temperature conditions of neutron stars.
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